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Abstract—This paper introduces a new method to hide data 

into a color image by using the Least Significant Bit (LSB) 

witch known as the best way to hide an information. Our 

technique is to divide the image into four parts and then merge 

every four characters of the text file to hide as a cryptographic 

process. The resulting characters have combined into each of 

the four parts of the split image. This method ensures that data 

is not stacked on one side of the image. It also ensures that all 

four bits of each character are distributed in different parts of 

the image rather than sequentially.  This complicates the 

possibility of detecting the concealment in a sequential 

way. ٍ Since each characters is completely incomplete because its 

other part is hidden elsewhere in the image, thus increasing the 

possibility of hiding more characters for the reason that there 

are no spaces between hidden characters. As a conclusion, this 

new technique can hide the data 100% if the size of the text file 

is less than or equal to the size of the image by 20 bytes. On the 

other hand, this technique helps increasing the complexity of 

the data disclosure mechanism even if the cover image is being 
obtain. 

Keywords— Steganography, LSB, Cryptography, system 
security. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

   The protection of data and the methods used have become 

one of the most important topics recently because of 
communication increasing, methods of espionage and 

security breaches. 

Cryptography and information hiding have used to secure 

sends data. Nowadays, both sciences have become using 

together with increasing data protection, although both 

techniques are different in terms of interest. Cryptography 

technique is Interested in changing the content of the data 

, while information hiding is increasing to hide data. Text 

files, pictures, audio files, and video clips are media used to 

hide information. 

Steganography and watermarking are two techniques used to 
hide data as presented in Figure [1] 

 

 
Figure1.security system 

Steganography has used to hide large data while digital 

watermark is being using to validate data. At present, 

Steganography is the most popular techniques to hide data 

into image because within image can be hidden a huge data 

comparative to another media. [1][2][3] 

Three essential types of Steganography are accessible: 

• Pure Steganography: no requiring key.  

• Secret-key Steganography - one private key is used. 

• Public-key Steganography: two keys are used one is private 

while another is public. 

The ways used to hide data into a digital image: Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT),Least Significant Bit (LSB) and 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [1][2][4] 

The idea of the LSB is to Substitute for unused or noisy 

cover bits with the secret message bits. LSB technique is the 

most popular method until now to hide data because of its 

simplicity to implementation. LSB comes up with a higher 

capacity of hiding data and provides an easy way to take out 

a higher quality of stego-image control. In addition, LSB has 

a lower response to modification for the stego-image [5].The 

bits of secret message in traditional LSB inserted into the 

first position of red, green and blue. Thus, every pixel takes 
to embed three bits of the secret message. 

II. THE RESEARCH SCHEME 

  The proposed algorithm designed to work according to 

the following mechanisms 

A. Protection and Combination Framework 

Combine each four characters of the secret text file than hide 

them into the four parts of the cover image. 

Suppose that four chars of the text are (a,b,c,d) which 

represents the numbers (65,66,67,68) as sequential, the 

technique that use to combine every two next chars as 

proposed in[1][2]. 

 First new numbers have created by 
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(Frist Number AND 192) or (Shift Right (Second 

number AND 224), 2) or (Shift right (Frist Number 

AND 56),3) =80 

 Second new number has produced by 

(Shift left (Second number AND 24), 3) OR (Shift 

left (First number AND 7), 3) OR (Second number 

AND 7) =10 

 Third new number has generated by 

(Third Number AND 192) or (Shift Right (Fourth 

number AND 224), 2) or (Shift right (Third Number 

AND 56), 3) =80 

 Fourth new number has resulted in  

(Shift left (Fourth number AND 24), 3) OR (Shift 

left (Third number AND 7), 3) OR (Fourth number 

AND 7) =28 

 

Figure2. Combination characters 

B. Hide process 

The hiding operation starts when combining every four 

numbers. 

To hide these new numbers (80,10,80,28) into the cover 

image assume that the pixels which have been taken to hide 

numbers are 

 First pixel (RGB) = (120, 75, 18)  

 Second pixel (RGB) = (20,170, 220)  

 Third pixel (RGB) = (200, 180, 30) 

 Fourth pixel (RGB) = (40,150, 125) 

To hide number (80) into first pixel (120, 75, 18)   in the first 

part of cover image follow next process 

 New Red Number = (Red number and 248) OR (Shift 

right (First number and 224), 5) 

 New Green Number= (Green number and 248) OR (Shift 

right (First number and 28), 2) 

 New Blue Number= (Blue number and 252) OR (First 

number and 3) 

Figure3. hiding data into pixels 

C. The mechanism of distribution of characters in the 

image 

Four characters have been hidden into four parts of cover 

image after merged each two characters together at the same 

time as shown in Figure 44. The next four characters in the 

adjunct pixels have repeated and continued until the end of a 

text file with the same mechanism. 

 

 
Figure 4. distribution characters into four sides of the image 

D. Extracting 

   The extracting process has two steps as flowing: 

1) Eextract hiding: The process of extract-hidden 

text has started by reading four pixels from four sequential 

parts of the cover image. The same mechanism as in the 

hidden processing has used: Reading three colures; Red, 

Green, and Blue, then find the hidden four numbers; 1stH, 

2ndH, 3rdH, and 4thH respectively based on the equations: 

1stH = (Shift left (G1 AND 7), 2) OR (shift left (R1 AND 7), 

5) OR (B1AND 3). 

The same equation is being used to extract the rest of the 

numbers. 

Figure (5) has explained how to calculate number 80 

which has been hidden in pixel (R, G, B) =202,180,28. 

 
Figure 5. extracting characters from pixels   

Numbers (10, 28, 80) have been construct which the same 

way. 

 2) Eextract merging: After extract hidden numbers, 

the operations and, Or, Shift, Left and Shift Right are 

required to retrieve the first, second, third and fourth original 

numbers as following: 

 First number = (1stH AND 192) OR (shift left (1stH 

AND 7) , 3) OR (shift right (2ndH AND 56) , 3) 

 Second number = (shift left (1stH AND 56), 2) OR 

(shift right (2ndH AND 192), 3) OR (2ndH AND 7). 

 Third number = (3rdH AND 192) OR (shift left 

(3rdH AND 7), 3) OR (shift right (4thH AND 56), 3) 

 Fourth number = (shift left (3rdH AND 56), 2) OR 

(shift right (4rthH AND 192), 3) OR (4rthH AND 7). 
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Next figure has shown that original numbers 67 and 

68 have calculated by combining 80 and 28 numbers. 

 
Figure 6. extracting merging characters 

III. PSEUDO CODE OF THE ALGORITHM PROPOSED  

A. At sender 

Inputs:  

Secret Key PK, Secret Message and Cover Image 

Outputs: 

Hiding Secret Message into Cover Image 

Calculate the size of cover image and secret message 

If (the size of cover image >= secret message + 4Byte)  

      Divide the cover image into four parts 

      Repeat:  

          Take four chars of secret message and  

           encrypt each two chars together, then 

           Hide first number in the top left of the cover_image   

           Hide second number in the downright of      
cover_image 

           Hide third number in the top right of cover_image and   

           Hide fourth number in the down left of cover_image 

    Until (hide all Secret Message) 

Set marker the end Secret_Message and secret key  

End if 

B. At receiver 

Inputs: Secret Key, Stego-Image 

Outputs: Secret Message  

Compare input secret key with the secret key that hidden into 

image  

If they are equal 

Repeat:  

Get four hidden chars of four parts of Stego_image   

Get first hidden char from the top left of 

Stego_image and Second hidden char from the 

downright  
Get third hidden char from the top and fourth 

hidden char from the down left  

Extract merge each two characters to get original 

character 

Until (marker the end) 

IV. THE RESULTS 

The proposed algorithm has executed by using visual studio 
C#.net 2015. In addition, two bitmap images have tested to 

hide same text file in different size, colors and details. The 

maximum number of characters that could be hiding have 

calculated as shown in table 1. Following equation has been 

used, to calculate the error ratio [1][2]: 

 
erms:  The square root error. 

N:  The size of the image in pixel. 

: The elements of the image after hiding. 

: The elements of the image before hiding. 
 
Table 1 maximum number of characters hiding in proposal 

algorithm  

 
 

The results of calculation eRMS of two stego_images by 

hiding text file its size 5408 byte as shown in table2. 

 

Table 2 calculate error rate of stego_image  

Stego_image  eRMS 

Stego_image1 0.0006070 

Stego_image2 0.0438455 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper has been presenting the new method to improve 

LSB technique and increment security by increasing the 

number of hiding characters and reducing extracting time. 

Moreover, successful results have provided as concluded in 
the next: 

 The mechanism of dividing the image into four 

parts prevented the data of stacking into one part of 

the image. 

 The technique of merging the text file has increased 

the complexity of the LSB algorithm by hiding each 

part of the letter in a different aspect of the image. 

 The merge process has made hiding in a sequential 

way more secure and thus has the potential to 

increase the capacity of the characters to hide. 
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 As long as, the extraction algorithm has not known 

and the cover image has not familiar, it is difficult 

to detect hidden text by using statistical methods. 

 The number of characters hidden by this algorithm 

is equal to the image size – 20, where 20 is 16 

characters for the secret key and 4 characters for the 
end of the file 
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